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Introduction

I How does capture work? What explains the temporal and
cross-sectional variation in capture? Is it costly?

I This paper presents evidence that government-owned banks in
India serve the electoral interests of politicians, and analyzes
how resources are strategically distributed. It also looks at
whether the redistribution is costly or not.
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Preview of Results

I The author finds compelling evidence of political capture;
agricultural credit lent by public banks is substantially higher
in election years.

I More loans are made in districts in which the ruling state
party had a narrow margin of victory (or a narrow loss), than
in less competitive districts.

I This targeting is not observed in off-election years or in
private bank lending.

I Political interference is costly: defaults increase around
election time; agricultural lending booms do not affect
agricultural investment or output.
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Literature Review

I Evaluation of how government ownership of banks affects
financial development and economic growth

I Rafael La Porta, Florencio Lopez-de-Silanes, and Andrei
Shleifer (2002): government ownership of banks is associated
with slower financial development and slower growth.

I Asim Ijaz Khwaja and Atif Mian (2005): Pakistani politicians
enrich themselves and their firms by borrowing from
government banks and defaulting on loans.

I Examining the political budget cycle
I Serdar Dine (2005): In election years, the growth rate of credit

from private banks slows, while the growth rate of
government-owned banks remains constant

I Examining politically motivated/tactical redistribution
I Akhmed Akhmedov and Ekaterina V. Zhuravskaya (2004):

politicians pay back wages prior to elections.
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Banking in India: An Attractive Target for Government
Capture?

I Government planning and regulation were key components of
India’s post-independence development strategy, particularly
in the financial sector:

I Nationalization of many private banks in 1969 and 1980
I Requirement of both public and private banks to lend at least

a certain percentage of credit to agriculture and small-scale
industry.

I A branch expansion policy that obliged banks to open four
branches in unbanked locations for every branch opened in a
location in which a bank was already present.
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Political Context

I The constitution requires that elections for state and national
parliaments be held at five year intervals, though elections are
not synchronized across states.

I The central government can declare “President’s rule” and
dissolve a state legislature, leading to early elections: meant to
occur only if the state government is nonfunctional or if the
ruling coalition loses control, but there may be political
reasons.

I Vibrant political competition: in the period of study,
1992-1999, a dozen distinct parties were in power, at various
times, in various states
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Political Influence

I The ruling state government appoints members of the “State
Level Bankers Committees,” who coordinate lending policies
and practices in each state with a particular focus on lending
to the “priority sector” (agriculture and small-scale industry).
The committees meet quarterly, and are composed of state
government politicians and appointees, public and private
sector banks, and the Reserve Bank of India. The committees
often set explicit targets for levels of credit to be delivered.
Their membership typically turns over when the state
government changes. These committees are the most direct
channel for political influence and thus we focus on state
rather than national elections.
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Other Channels of Political Influence

I Governments may influence credit activities by pressurizing
banks to cancel/forgive loans (John Harris’ account in Besley
(1995))

I Appointment of board members to public sector banks is
highly politicized, and that board members are often involved
in credit decisions (former RBI governor, quoted in TOI 1999)

I State politicians are not hesitant to promise loans during
elections. (Financial Express 2003)

I Benefits of agricultural credit are transparent while costs may
be not: more difficult for opposition to criticize those in power;
majority of the population dependent on agriculture; approx.
40% loans made by public sector banks are agricultural loans.
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Political Cycles and Politically Motivated Redistribution:
Theory

I Theories of political cycles predict that politicians manipulate
policy tools around elections either to fool voters or to signal
their ability (literature tests for cycles in fiscal and monetary
variables)

I Lower tax collection or increased spending could differ
systematically prior to elections for several reasons: spending
patterns may reflect politicians’ learned ability to get things
done

I Less of a concern in case of agricultural credit: most significant
factor influencing farmers’ agricultural credit needs is almost
certainly weather, inarguably out of the politicians’ control

I The literature on targeted redistribution distinguishes between
patronage, which involves rewarding supporters, and tactical
redistribution, which is made to achieve electoral or political
goals (Avinash K. Dixit and John B. Londregan 1996, James
M. Snyder 1989, and Gary W. Cox and Matthew D.
McCubbins 1986). ”
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Data

I Unit of observation is district: aggregated data regarding
loans published in “Banking Statistics” by RBI.

I Sample studies credit from 1992-1999 for 412 districts in 19
states, yielding 3,296 observations.

I Election data for state legislative elections are available at the
constituency level from 1985-1999. These data, from the
Election Commission of India, include the identity, party
affiliation, and share of votes won for every candidate in a
state election from 1985 to 1999; for the analysis, vote shares
are aggregated to the district level.
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Summary Statistics
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Political Cycle: Identification

I Simple OLS approach: compare the amount of credit issued in
election years to the amount issued in nonelection years;
include district fixed effects to control for time-invariant
characteristics in a district that affect credit; RBI divides
states in India into six regions: region-year fixed effects (γrt)
control for macroeconomic fluctuations; include the average
rainfall in the previous 12 months in district d (Raindt).

I ydt is the log level of credit, ad is a district fixed effect, and
Est is a dummy variable taking the value of 1 if the state s
had an election in year t
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Political Cycle: Identification

I While the constitution mandates elections be held every five
years, the timing is subject to some slippage. If parties in
power call early elections when the state economy is doing
particularly well, one may observe a spurious correlation
between credit and election years.

I Following Khemani (2004), the author uses an instrument for
election year : a dummy, So

st , for whether 5 years have passed
since the previous election. (The superscript on Sst denotes
the number of years until the next scheduled election)
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Political Cycle: Identification

I So
st is a powerful predictor of elections: in the first-stage

regression, the estimated coefficient is 0.99 with a standard
error of 0.01.

I Alternative IV strategy: denote by ts the first election after
1985 in state s; this instrument assigns elections to years ts ,
ts+5, ts+10, ts+15 and so on; provides substantially less power
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Political Cycle: Results
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Political Cycle: Results

I Both the IV and reduced form estimates indicate that the
lending by public sector banks is about 6 percentage points
higher in election years than in nonelection years

I This is not due to aggregate annual shocks (region-year fixed
effects) or due to budgetary manipulation (Khemani 2004)

I IV and OLS estimates are relatively similar, suggesting that
the endogeneity of election years should not be a large concern

I No relationship between credit and elections is observed for
private banks.

I Extension: how credit comoves with the entire election cycle:
Define S−k

st , k = 0,..., 4, as dummies that take the value 1 if
the next scheduled election is in k years for state s at time t.
For example, if Karnataka had elections in 1991, 1993, and
1998, S−4

st would be one for years 1992, 1994, and 1999, while
S−3
st would be one in 1995, and S0

stwould be one in 1998.
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Political Cycle: Results
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Political Cycle: Results
I Agricultural credit issued by banks is lower in off election years

(four, three, and two years prior to an election) than the year
prior to an election or an election year.

I The difference, of up to 8 percentage points, is substantial
given that the average growth rate of real agricultural credit
issued by public sector banks was 0.5 percent over the sample
period.

I While cycles are not observed for private banks, the SEs on
the cycle dummies are much larger than those for public
sector banks: cycles in private banks cannot be ruled out:
does public-sector lending crowd out private sector lending in
election years?

I Private sector banks issue approximately 10% of credit in
India; an 8% decline in the amount of agricultural credit
issued by public sector banks would have to be met by an
almost doubling of the amount of agricultural credit issued by
private sector banks
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Extensive and Intensive Margin Effects

I An increase in lending could be due to changes on the
extensive margin, with banks lending to additional borrowers,
and the intensive margin, with banks making larger loans:
author finds evidence for both.

I The off-election cycle dummies are negative for the average
agricultural loan size and the number of agricultural loans.

I Because the size of the decline of each component is
mechanically smaller than the decline in volume, the
components are not always statistically distinguishable from
zero.

I There is no systematic variation in loan size or number of
loans for private banks.
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Extensive and Intensive Margin Effects
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Extensive and Intensive Margin Effects

I Interest rates from public banks do not change with the
increase in lending but private sector banks seem to charge
higher rates for agricultural loans in nonelection years

I It may be that in election years private banks lower the
interest rate they charge for agricultural loans in order to
attract borrowers who might otherwise find credit on more
favorable terms from public sector banks.
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Political Cycles and Loan Default

I Khwaja and Mian (2005) document that loans made by public
sector banks to firms controlled by politicians are much more
likely to end up in default: does it hold in the context of the
general public as well?

I The author investigates whether the electoral cycle affects the
rate of default on agricultural loans.

I The author estimates the reduced form relationship between
agricultural credit default rates and the electoral cycle.

I 3 measures of default rate: the log volume of late credit, the
share of loans late, and the share of credit late; loans are
coded as late if they are past due by at least six months.
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Political Cycles and Loan Default
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Political Cycles and Loan Default

I Large cycle in the volume of late agricultural loans: the
amount increases 16% in government-owned banks in
scheduled election years relative to the trough two years prior
to the election

I The size of the cycle in default is much larger than the credit
cycle: the difference from peak to trough in credit volume is
8%, but it is 15% for the volume of loans in default

I It is unlikely that this 8% expansion in credit volume would
lead to such high default, if loans were made purely on a
commercial basis

I The share of agricultural credit marked late from public banks
drops following the election year: perhaps politicians induce
banks to write off loans following elections
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What Determines the Size of the Cycle?

I Examining whether the quality of corporate governance of the
banks in a district is relevant, but no measure of the quality of
corporate governance of banks is available: use the share of
loans late in a given district in 1992 as a proxy.

I The point estimates on χ are negative but insignificant

I Shi and Svensson (2006) present a model in which the share
of informed voters affects the size of the observed election
cycles: test whether greater education and more urbanization
are correlated with the size of the cycle.
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What Determines the Size of the Cycle?
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What Determines the Size of the Cycle?

I The share of the population that is rural strongly affects the
size of the cycle.

I Cycles are significantly smaller in areas with higher literacy
and where a higher share of the population has graduated
from primary school.

I No evidence that the size of the lending cycle depends on
whether the state government is affiliated with the central
ruling party
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How are Resources Targeted?

I Examine whether agricultural credit varies with the margin of
victory enjoyed by the current ruling party in each district

I Define Mdt as the average (constituency-weighted) margin of
victory of the incumbent ruling party

I Assign to Mdt the margin of victory of the ruling party in the
years immediately following the election; for the 2 years just
prior to the election, use the realized margin of victory of the
ruling party in the upcoming election for Mdt

I The simplest model of patronage would posit that greater
support for the majority party leads to increased credit
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How are Resources Targeted?
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How are Resources Targeted?
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How are Resources Targeted?

I For public sector banks, the coefficient on Mdt is estimated at
zero: strong evidence against a model of constant patronage,
in which the majority party rewards districts that voted for it
while punishing districts that voted for the opposition

I This model has to be modified to detect tactical distribution:
If there were tactical distribution, then politicians might target
’swing’ districts where the margin of victory is close to zero

I Observe the following figure which graphs how levels of credit
vary across time and with the margin of victory
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How are Resources Targeted?
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How are Resources Targeted?

I The slightly negative slope for positive margins of victory and
positive for negative margins of victory indicate that districts
in which the average margin of victory is different from zero
received slightly less credit

I The slopes of the lines are not statistically distinguishable
from zero for all non-election years

I A district in which the ruling party won (or lost) an election
by 15 percentage points will receive approximately 5-6 percent
less credit than a district in which the previous election was
narrowly won or lost

I There is no evidence of a patronage effect. A patronage effect
would show up if π− or π+, or the respective sums of main
effect and interaction (π− + θ−−k and π+ + θ+−k) were
positive.
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How are Resources Targeted?
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How are Resources Targeted?
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How are Resources Targeted?

I This is how we define “Absolute Margin”, where Mcdst is the
margin of victory in constituency c, in district d, in state s in
the most recent election in year t
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Robustness

I Results in Table 7 are robust to using year rather than
region-year fixed effects and to restricting the sample to the
major states of India

I The author estimated quadratic specifications but found no
strong evidence of nonlinearities

I The author calculates average positive and negative margins
of victories in a district separately for constituencies where
incumbent enjoys positive and negative margins of victories
respectively: this measure would be more appropriate if
political parties can target lending resources to specific
constituencies; results are similar but less precisely estimated.
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Targeted Loan Enforcement and Forgiveness

I Equation (6) can be used to relate the volume and share of
agricultural credit marked late to electoral competitiveness

I 2 dependent variables are considered: total amount of credit
marked late and share of credit marked late
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Targeted Loan Enforcement and Forgiveness
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Targeted Loan Enforcement and Forgiveness

I The coefficient on positive margin X (four years before an
election) is negative and statistically significant at the 1
percent level, while the interaction positive margin X (three
years before an election) is negative (but smaller).

I This suggests that politicians reward their supporters
immediately following elections by causing banks to write off
loans to borrowers in constituencies in which politicians
enjoyed the greatest support.

I In an election year, districts in which elections are close
experience a lower share than noncompetitive districts. While
this may be at least partially driven by the aggregate increase
in lending in districts with close elections,the size of the drop
is too large

I These patterns stand in contrast to those for lending, where
only marginal districts were rewarded: following the election,
politicians focus rewards on their supporters.
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Is Redistribution Costly?

I The best way to evaluate the cost of cycles may be to
measure whether the loans are put to productive use: does
credit affect agricultural output?

I Omitted factors, such as agricultural productivity, crop prices
or idiosyncratic shocks will almost surely bias any estimate:
electoral lending booms suggest an instrument for the efficacy
of politically-induced lending.

I 2 measures of agricultural output at the district level: log
aggregate agricultural revenue (using only the set of crops for
which there are no missing values from 1992-1999 for each
district), average yield across crops weighted by acres planted
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Is Redistribution Costly?
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Is Redistribution Costly?

I For both measures of output, the point estimate of the effect
of credit on output is very close to zero: there is no
systematic relationship between credit and output

I While credit does go up in election years, there is no evidence
that agricultural output does the same.
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Conclusion

I The author finds evidence of political lending cycles.
Moreover, credit is targeted toward districts in which the
majority party just won or just lost the election. This
targeting is observed only in election years. A separate pattern
of targeting is observed for loan write-offs than for lending.
Write-offs are greatest in the districts in which the winning
party enjoyed the most electoral success. This pattern is
observed only following an election, not prior to it.
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Conclusions

I Election cycles induced credit booms in election years led to
substantially higher default rates. Electoral cycles serve as an
instrument for identifying the effect of marginal loans on
output, providing evidence that increased levels of credit from
public sector banks do not affect aggregate agricultural output
at the state level

I The finding of targeting toward “swing districts” suggests why
approaches using regression discontinuity design (e.g., Miguel
and Zaidi 2003) find no effect of politics on the allocation of
goods. If resources are targeted toward swing districts, there
will be no discontinuity between a constituency in which the
ruling party just won the previous election or just lost it.
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